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Why Your Website
Doesn’t Work
The 5 Truths About Websites
That Get Customers

It may not be one of the 5 Truths, but there’s a
dirty little secret in the web design industry
that you should know: Most local business
websites don’t work. And, by “don’t work”, I
mean they don’t bring in Customers.

That’s right.

Most local business websites get few visitors and ZERO Leads. I suspect your
website is no different. Perhaps you’ve resigned yourself to thinking “websites
don’t work” but that probably wasn’t your expectation when you first got it
designed. You were probably expecting that your website would get traffic and
that people would call you, right? Why else would you put the time and money
into getting it designed and launched?

Disappointment.

With such dismal results, it’s no wonder why you’re not rushing in to redo your
site.

Yet, you know that with everyone doing Google Searches, everyone having
smartphones and the demise of the Yellow Pages, it makes logical sense to have
a website. Because someone’s getting those Prospects...

So, why isn’t your website working?

Once people understoodthe world is round (notflat) they could do
things like sail aroundthe world.
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Your site may be looking outdated now, but in it’s day, it looked fine and still
didn’t work. So, the missing piece IS NOT design, as you’ll see.

The Greeks figured out that the Earth
is round over 2,000 years ago.
However, it wasn’t really put to the
test until Magellan first
circumnavigated the globe 500 years
ago. And, apart from today’s card-
carrying members of the Flat Earth
Society (look it up; it’s a thing!) that
trip around the world put the debate

to rest. That paradigm shift from flat to round, from 2D to 3D, also opened a lot of
possibilities. Once people saw that a ship could sail around the world, they
weren’t afraid they’d be sailing off the edge of the world. They were free to seek
out new lands and find new trade routes.

I may not be proving anything as lofty as the Earth is round in this report, but if
I’ve done my job, you’ll have your own shift of perception and forever see
websites differently. And this isn’t just theory. I’ve worked with 100’s of local
businesses and have seen first hand that the ones who harness the 5 truths I’ve
outlined in this report. These are the ones who have had “the earth is round” a-
ha moment and have created a website that gets Customers.

Just like the fact that the Earth is round was hiding in plain sight, so are the 5
Truths About Websites That Get Customers. Once you see them, you’ll have the
ability to instantly judge any local business website (including yours!) for how
effective it likely is at attracting Leads and Customers. You’ll never see websites
the same again; it’ll be that obvious.
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Right Now, There’s An Opportunity To Leap
Frog Your Competition...

When it comes to local business websites, we’re still very much in the early days
of Magellan. Very few people have opened their eyes to what makes websites
work and fewer have put the truths to work for their businesses. That wide-
spread ignorance is good news for you. It means, there’s a very good chance that
you can easily leap-frog your competition by putting the Truths to work for you.

I don’t think you need much convincing to accept the idea that using Google to
search for local businesses is a very common practice. Google has more than
replaced the Yellow Pages. With everyone having a smartphone, over 50% of all
local searches are being done in the palm of our hands.

When people search for “best plumber in barrie”, someone’s getting that call.
Typically, when people do a search, they pull up 3-5 websites (all from the first
page of results) and very quickly, narrow it down to ONE.

Right now, which ONE is chosen is mostly luck because there isn’t much that
separates the top 5 websites in any local category. By putting the 5 Truths to
work in your website, you dramatically tip the scales in your favour and become
the ONE website people choose.

What would it mean to your business to have another 3, 4 or 5 solid leads each
month? Another 2 or 3 Customers? Or more? If you’re in a business where a new
Customer is worth a couple thousand dollars, these new Customers provide
much needed oxygen to your business; incremental dollars that efficiently flow to
your bottom line: Profit.

Before we get into the 5 Truths, there’s a fundamental agreement we need to
come to:
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“Websites Aren’t Art Projects!
They’re Marketing Tools.”

If you think back to your last website project, where did most of the time,
attention and budget go?

Design, right?

You looked at different design ideas. You checked out portfolios. You went back
and forth with the web designer about look and feel. There were probably a few
iterations of the design.

BUT...

The reason websites don’t work isn’t design. In fact, design is the EASY part.
Let’s face it (another dirty little secret ), web designers are a dime-a-dozen these
days, especially with the abundance of themes and DIY drag-and-drop web
builders. What isn’t a dime-a-dozen is designing websites that convert!

That’s not to say design isn’t important. It is. Your website needs to visually
convey your brand and be attractive in the eyes of your Ideal Customer. No
argument there. The argument is that all the page-one websites have good
design...it’s not the deciding factor.

Here’s another dirty little secret...

Where most websites go wrong—why they don’t work—is because the web
design industry is stuck in its own flat-earth paradigm. Most web design shops
come from a DESIGN background, NOT a MARKETING background. Even the
web design shops that talk about marketing are so steeped in a design
background that they can’t see their own blinders.
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In fact, a website that’s looking a bit outdated can still win all the Prospects.

Let’s see how...You’re about to discover The 5 Truths that gives the ONE website
the competitive advantage over the others.

Websites That Work Answer The Question:
“Why You?”

Personal marketing such as networking,
referrals and walk-ins will always have a big
advantage over advertising, including your
website: YOU.

With personal marketing, You—the
salesperson—is there to communicate.
When you’re present, you can interact with
your Prospect; you can answer their
questions, adjust your pitch, build rapport. You’re there to answer the underlying
question of “Why should I do business with you (instead of anyone else)?”

Your website doesn’t have the benefit of you being there to greet and interact
with your visitors. In your absence, your site must answer that “why you?”
question.

That means you need to know and communicate your Unique Selling Proposition

What is the use of
running if you're not
on the right road?

- German Proverb

#1Truth
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through the messaging on your site. The messaging of your website needs to
make it clear to your Prospect how you’re different than all the other sites they’re
looking at. And that difference needs to be one that is important to your
Customer.

Without a USP, you’re “just another” website. Unremarkable. That’s why having
the mindset that “I just need a presence” or “I just need to get my name out there”
doesn’t work for websites. (By the way, this applies to ALL advertising.)

When I look at most advertising, websites included, they quickly all start to look
the same. Generically, they have the company name, some features, maybe an
attempt at eye-catching graphics, maybe the promise of a discount or sale. It’s all
“me-too advertising”. It’s all the easy stuff to design and put out there. And, all it
does is create a sea of noise.

If you’re getting any results from that type of advertising, it’s only because the
Prospect is throwing a dart and contacting whichever one it lands on. Luck.
Instead of just getting a random share of Prospects, imagine if you had
advertising that consistently lead the pack and got the Prospects!

The good news is that the websites of your competitors are probably little more
than “points of presence” too with the standard “blah, blah, blah” of your
industry. That means, it’s easy to change your website so that it wins those
online Prospects over to you.

By clearly articulating the answer to “why you?”, your site will instantly have an
edge on the competition.
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#2Truth
Websites That Work Speak To Your
Ideal Customer

Recently, I was doing some strategy work
with Sally (not her real name), an Interior
Design Client, and I asked her: “Who’s your
Ideal Client?” Sadly, it’s an answer I hear a
lot: “Everyone. They could be a young couple
just getting started, middle aged or empty
nesters who want to spiff their home up
now that the kids have moved out.”

“Everyone?”. Really?

I happened to know that this Interior Designer typically worked on projects in the
10’s of thousands of dollars; not the project a young couple newly into their first
house undertakes. I drilled in a bit and asked her to think back over the last year
and make a list of her very best Clients. The people she listed were high net-
worth couples, all over the age of 40.

Her Ideal Customer was NOT everyone.

In fact, as we went beyond just those she could remember and analyzed her
actual sales for the past 12 months, the numbers pointed to a very clear profile of

Everyone is not your
customer.

- Seth Godin
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her Ideal Client. What’s important to a young couple yet to start a family who
have just bought their first house is very different than what’s important to a high
net-worth retired couple.

This is important.

The better your Ideal Client can identify with—see themselves in—your
marketing, the more likely they are to choose you. To do that, your marketing
message (the words and images you use) need to speak very clearly to your Ideal
Client; you need to enter the conversation already going on their mind:

✓ Speak using the words they use to talk about your product or service.

✓ Address their pain points, hopes

✓ Understand and disarm their fears and objections

When I explained this to Sally, she had a look of fear on her face. It’s a look I’ve
seen often. I’ve had this conversation with many, many Clients and I knew what
was going through her mind: “But if I speak just to them won’t I be turning away
a lot of business?”

She was afraid that if she chose to make her messaging very specific to one
market (a market, by the way, that represented 80% of her business!) that she’d
lose a bunch of sales.

I did a simple little exercise with her. I asked her to imagine she was her Ideal
Client, that high-net worth older couple. I got her to really associate with the role
and then read her some of her existing marketing copy and then made up some
messaging that I thought would be much more targeted. Her body language said
everything. It was clear that the messaging specific to the high net-worth retired
couple hit home.
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I then asked her: “If those two messages represented two different websites and
you were your Ideal Client, which would you choose?” Of course, she’d choose
the one written for her.

Targeted wins over generic every time!

Not only is it OK to double-down on speaking to your Ideal Customer and turn
away those who aren’t, it’s desirable. By creating messaging that is very market
specific, you achieve two very important things:

1. Your Ideal Customer will be much more likely to choose YOU because
you’re speaking their language.

2. You won’t waste your time with tire-kickers and people who won’t end
up doing business with you anyways (or if they do, they’ll be one of
those “expensive” Customers).

In these ways, targeted advertising is efficient advertising.

The fact is, you get an exponentially larger share of business from your target
market the better you do speaking to that target market. That increase more than
makes up for any perceived loss of Clients who aren’t your Ideal Client. (And why
would you want to attract people who aren’t your ideal anyway?)
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#3Truth
Websites That Work Are Funnel Shaped

Ready for some marketing “secret sauce”?

Having a website that expresses your
strategic position and has messaging that
speaks to your Ideal Customer is a good
start and will serve you well. Having a
website that embraces this next Truth can
easily 4X your results and put you in the Top
5% of all local business websites.

I often ask new Clients: “What shape are websites?”. After a momentary look of
confusion to the question, they say things like: “square”, “rectangular”. And, in a
literal sense, they’re right. But I want you to see beyond web pages as merely
being a 2-dimensional electronic poster; I want you to see a 3rd dimension to
your website: the marketing funnel.

(The earth isn’t flat and websites aren’t rectangles!)

People don’t just show up and buy. People go through a buying process that
goes something like this:

1. Identify a need.

Stop Selling.
Start Helping.

- Zig Ziglar
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2. Research.

3. Evaluate options.

4. Buy

When you look at the number of people at each buying stage, you’ll see it forms
the shape of a funnel. There are many more people at the top stages looking
than at the bottom, ready to buy.

However, most websites are geared only
to the bottom step and miss out on all the
people at the Research and Evaluation
stages. In fact, only 2% of people who
visit a website are ready to take action. If
your site doesn’t talk to the other 98%,
you’re missing out on a lot of potential
business!

Imagine if you could get all those people at the top of the funnel into a list that
you could nurture along so that when they buy, they buy from YOU!

That’s powerful.

Admittedly, this takes a little bit of planning but there are many “plug and play”
formulas that you can easily use. Essentially, what you want to do is create
options on your website for people at the Research and Evaluate Options stages.

There are a lot of ways you can do this, but to give you a sense of what I’m
talking about, here are a few common examples:

✓ A special report such as a “Buyer’s Guide” (or this Special Report you’re
reading right now!)
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✓ Checklists they can download that show them the best way to do
something

✓ Article that compares different approaches, products or alternatives. (This
vs that type article)

✓ Case Studies

✓ Demo videos

For some of the content listed above, you can have an opt-in device that captures
their name and email address. For other content, like articles and demo videos,
you can keep it public for all to see. Properly weaving these elements into your
site allows people at all stages of the Buying Process to interact with you.

TIP: There’s a way to follow-up on people who pass through your
website without opting in to anything. It’s called “remarketing”. Have
you ever gone to a website and then see ads for that website
showing up on a bunch of other sites you visit? That’s the “top-of-
mind” follow-up power of remarketing and you can do it too! It’s one
of the highest ROI advertising investments you can make.

Now, when you look at a website, you should be able to instantly see whether it’s
funnel-shaped or not. If you competitors don’t have funnel shaped websites and
they’re not doing remarketing, then you’ve got a huge opportunity to leap-frog
them in the marketplace!

�
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#4Truth
Websites That Work Keep Score

One of the questions I usually ask when sitting down with a prospective Client is:
“How’s your website working for you?” The two phrases I hear most are: “it does
nothing for me” and “it just sits there”.

That’s about the extent of any score keeping going on. It’s really easy to track
ZERO!

Perhaps you’ve given up on your website. Let is sit there. It’s paid for. It’s not
hurting anything to be there.

I disagree. By keeping a website that doesn’t work, what you’re really doing is
putting the ball into the net of the other team. You’re helping your competitors
score all the points!

We specialize in Direct Response Websites and that means keeping score,
tracking results. Remember, someone’s getting those Leads and the object of the
game is to get the ball into YOUR net. We can’t do that if we don’t track results.

When I talk about tracking Results, I’m not meaning data like how many people
came to your site, how long they stayed, how many pages they went to. Results
is stuff like:
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1. How many phone calls did you get from your website? (Did they come
from a marketing campaign, organic search, elsewhere?)

2. How many contact/quote/opt-in form submissions did you get?

Wouldn’t you like to be able to know exactly how many Leads and Customers
came to you because of your website every month?

Ready. Fire. AIM.

Guess what? We don’t actually know if your website is going to work or not!

That’s right. Designing a website that works is a guessing game. When we put
together a website or traffic campaign, our starting point is a combination of a
strategic understanding of your business and our best educated guess about
what will work best for you. And even though it’s an educated guess based on
working with 100’s of local business, it’s still a guess.

After releasing our best guess into the wild where real Customers get to vote, the
power of tracking results comes in. Once your website has been running for a
few months, we can begin to clearly see what’s working, what’s not working and
what needs tweaking.

This is where the educated guess turns into market-validated improvements. By
tracking results and analyzing your site’s data, we can make changes that lead
to improved results. Over time, these changes add up to a massive advantage
over your competitors.

Case 1: Home Page Change Results in 620%
Increase In Traffic

We did one such experiment on our own home page. When we looked at the
data, we saw room for improvement in terms of getting people to click through to
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the main landing pages of our site. So we formulated a plan and changed-up the
home page. The result? A 620% increase in people clicking through to our main
web design page and MORE LEADS.

Before After - 620% Boost in Traffic

Case 2: ZERO to $12,000 By Hiding This…

Another case of a small change having a big impact was for a family counsellor
Client a few years back. She had a website that looked good; the issue wasn’t
design. She was getting several leads a week from her site but NONE converted
into booked appointments. After analysing what was going on, we realized that
all of these dud leads were coming from email. She commented that she replied
right away to the emails but then never heard back. After looking at her website,
I saw that her email address was very prevalent on the site: in the head er, in the
call to action in the body of her page, and in her footer. It was all too easy for
people to click and email. So, I removed the email address from everywhere
except the contact us page; we left the design itself alone. In its place, we put her
phone number. In the 9 months following that change, she booked over $12,000
of business from her website. Impressive!
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Tracking results and making data-driven decisions means your website
continually improves, honing in on your Ideal Client, responding to shifts in the
market and keeping your competitive edge.

#5Truth
Websites That Work Drive Traffic

There’s a famous riddle: “If a tree falls in the
forest, does it make a sound?”

I believe I have the answer: “No”. A sound is
a perception, a translation of energy into
sound done by our ear. If there’s no ear to
receive the energy wave, there’s no sound.

Similarly, if a website goes up and there’s no
visitor to care, does it produce a lead?

Of course not!

A common fallacy is that the mere act of putting up a website means people will
notice. It just doesn’t work that way. With 100’s of millions of active websites in
the world, yours can easily be buried in Google. If you look at your Google
Analytics (and filter out all the spam Russian traffic!) you may be surprised to see
your weekly visitors are in the low single digits. (And most of those are you and

You can't sell a secret.

- unknown(but often said by my
father in-law)
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your current customers looking up your phone number!)

Without a plan to attract traffic to your site, there are “no visitors to care”. An
amazing website X ZERO traffic = ZERO.

If you’ve designed your website using the first 4 truths, then you’ve got a website
that has been designed to convert Prospects into Leads. Now, your job is to rive a
stream of Ideal Prospects to your “conversion machine”.

There are several ways to do that, both online and offline. For example:

✓ Google Ads.

✓ Facebook Ads.

✓ Local SEO.

✓ Direct Mail.

✓ Vehicle wraps

✓ Networking handouts

Some methods will be better suited for you than others. Which ones are best for
you will depend on: who your Ideal Client is, whether you’re B2C or B2B, your
geography and your margins. Regardless of how you drive traffic to your
website, you need a plan and budget for doing so.

But, What About Design?

Maybe you’re asking: “But, what about design?! Surely, it’s important?”

Yes, it’s important for your website to look good. To look modern. To be mobile
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responsive so it works well on a smartphone. With today’s tools, themes and
templates, there’s no end to people that can make a site that looks pretty. The
“how it looks” piece is the easiest piece.

What’s not so easy is designing a “conversion machine”, designing a website
that gets Customers.

Maybe the design piece gets all the attention exactly because it’s the part that’s
easiest. It’s easy to talk about how things look, what you like and don’t like.
Doing the strategic positioning, messaging, funnel engineering and tracking is
unfamiliar, uncomfortable territory. Human nature is to shirk from the
uncomfortable.

That’s why we’ve made our process as easy as possible. With a couple of
meetings, we can do the heavy lifting for you. With our “marketing first”
approach to websites, much of the marketing intelligence we’ve gleaned is
already built-in to our web design process. Our Clients who get this marketing
clarity find they can then leverage it into all of their other marketing efforts,
making them more effective too. Their website project ends up becoming a
whole-business transformation.

You Can’t Un-see It

See that image of the tree? Take another look…
do you see the two faces looking at each other?
Once you see it, you can’t un-see it.

If I’ve done my job with this report, you’ll never
see your website the same again. Now that you
know the 5 Truths of Websites That Work—the
missing marketing dimension—how you look at
websites should be forever changed. You now
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know how to see if a website has that “hidden” marketing dimension.

Hopefully, you now see what’s been missing from your website and understand
why it hasn’t worked to bring you new Customers.

I called this report the “2020 Edition” when in fact, it’s the “any year edition”.
That’s because the truths here are timeless marketing principles. Leverage those
with contemporary design and you’ll have a website that stands out in a way
that brings you a steady, predictable flow of new Customers.

Magellan was the first to sail around the world. It must have been scary being
the first. Getting a website that works to get Customers isn’t scary because many
have already done it. After working with 100’s of local businesses, the route is
well known to us.

If you’ve got any questions, please feel free to reach out to the team by email at
support@gravitystack.ca or give us a call at (705) 792-7155.

To your prosperity,

Scott Gingrich
(705) 792-7155
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The Top 3 Get 80% of the
Best Customers
Being good at your craft is just the
price of admission. By our (current)
count, there are 78 important factors,
some more important than others.
We’ve organized those factors into 3
main building blocks that stack
together: Strategy, Conversion and
Traffic. Together, they determine how
much Gravity you have.

“Gregor Homes hired Piggybank in the early
spring to build a completely new website. We
had some very specific goals in mind, and a
particular look and theme we wanted. The
finished product was exactly what we had in
mind. We couldn’t be happier with our new
website; it has attracted lots of new traffic
and leads for our company!”“

⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

Melissa Almonte
Gregor Homes
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“More important even than good service and
problem solving, I value my partnership with
Piggybank in finding and implementing online
solutions for my business as it expands and
as I require my website to do more for my
business.”

“I’ve found their team unfailingly attentive,
action-oriented and supportive. They’ve
devoted care and time to get to know me as
person so that their solutions rest upon a
solid foundation. I heartily recommend
Piggybank for the positive exposures their
expertise will provide to you and your work in
the world.”

“
“

⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

Patricia Dent
Grow Vantage - Barrie ON

Carol-Ann Hamilton
Eldercare Coach, Author & Speaker

Newmarket, ON
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“Get the right company that understands the
marketing message even if they have to tease
and beat it out of you, metaphorically, of
course. Scott took our message from the
diluted state it was in to a laser focus on our
target market, and the site launched on time,
on budget. Without the assistance and
ongoing constructive suggestions my website
would still look like it did; doing absolutely
nothing for my business. It was an easy
decision to work with Piggybank.”

"I TRUST GravityStack with my online
marketing. They created an amazing website
that expresses our family values and makes
me stand out from other auto shops. My
Google Ads campaign is an important source
of new customers. They tell it like it is, answer
their phone and get me RESULTS."

“
“

⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

Deborah Alcock
Clickety-Quick.com

Craig Maidens
Maidens Family Auto Care,

Barrie, ON
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Scott’s Not Your Typical Web Geek

Scott is a pioneer of direct response web
marketing, having developed one of the first
behaviour-based email marketing systems in
1998. At one time, Scott relied on 3 web-
based businesses to put food on the family
table and quickly learned to separate the
hyped-up shiny objects from what really
works online. That need for results lives at the
heart of Piggybank Marketing today.

Each month, Scott faithfully invests 30+ hours
of study in direct response marketing,
persuasion and philosophy. With a combination of his Business Degree, training
as a Master Practitioner of NLP, decades of continuous study and his “sleeves
rolled up” experience working with 100’s of local businesses, Scott’s mission is to
“Help Entrepreneurs Get To Prosperity”. Scott’s secret sauce is his obsession with
bringing together today’s proven marketing tactics with timeless marketing
truths.

Outside of his entrepreneurial pursuits, Scott likes to unplug completely from
technology and enjoy time with his family, pursue personal development and
volunteer with Scouts. In pursuit of unlocking life’s potential, Scott has “walked
on fire and slept in snow”.

And, oh, by the way…Scott doesn’t design websites; his team does. Scott designs
the marketing for websites.

Not your typical web geek!
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Find Out The Truth About What It’ll Take To
Get A Website That Works For You

When you’re in the Top 3, life is good.

If you’re not in the Top 3 online, then it doesn’t matter how good you are…you’re
missing out on the lion’s share of business. We can argue that in a perfect world
Google’s algorithm should somehow know who the best professionals are and
reward them, but the harsh reality is that’s not how it works.

With the Internet being the dominant way people are looking for local
professionals these days, that means if you’re not in the Top 3, you’re missing
out on a LOT of business.

It’s the difference between having a calendar booked with work and struggling
to brute force enough work to keep everyone busy. It’s the difference between
being able to be selective about what Clients you work with and having to take
on “pain in the butt” Clients because you need to keep cashflow going.

“My Gravity Score” Shines A Light On The Truth

I’ve put together a tool that goes beyond opinion and hype and reveals the truth
about what it takes to win online. A tool that answers 3 vital questions:

1. Where am I now? An honest, NO BS assessment of where you are in
terms of being a Top 3 Local Professional.

2. What’s needed to get into the Top 3?

3. Is it worth it?

And it’s so much more than just a “score”. It’s a full blueprint that tells you exactly
where you are and what needs to be done (and in what order) to win online.

Find Out Your Gravity Score
www.mygravityscore.com


